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Introduction
This paper shows two ways in which the sixfold sheath of the bacteriophage T4 could join with
its fivefold head. Method I requires two intermediate rings of edgially joined octahedral units.
[See Figure 1.] The sixfold ring representing the sheath is joined by linking octahedral assemblies
to a twelvefold ring; the twelvefold ring is joined by linking octahedral assemblies to a fifteenfold
ring; the fifteenfold ring is joined by linking octahedral assemblies to the fivefold ring representing the head. Method II requires a single fifteenfold ring. [See Figure 2.]
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Fig. 1 Accommodating a fivefold head to a sixfold sheath–Method I
The figure shows a way in which the fivefold head of bacteriophage T4 can join with its sixfold
sheath. It requires two intermediate rings of hinge joined octahedral units which are linked to each
other and to the sheath and head by additional octahedral assemblies.
At left, a ring of six edgially joined octahedra is joined to a ring of twelve edgially joined octahedra. The sheath is represented by the sixfold ring of blue colored octahedra at the top. The twelvefold ring of alternating blue and yellow octahedra is next. The two rings are shown with their axes
coincident. At bottom, the linking octahedral assembly is represented by the red octahedra.
At middle, a ring of twelve edgially joined octahedra (nine yellow and three green) is joined to a
ring of fifteen edgially joined violet octahedra.The three green octahedra of the twelvefold ring are
joined to three of the octahedra of the fifteenfold ring by the red octahedral assemblies.
At right, a fivefold ring of icosahedrally oriented yellow 2-octahedra is joined to a ring of fifteen
edgially joined violet octahedra. The outermost octahedron of each of the 2-octahedra is joined to a
violet octahedron of the fifteenfold ring by the red octahedron as shown at the bottom.
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Fig. 2 Accommodating a fivefold head to a sixfold sheath–Method II
The figure shows a method of joining a sixfold ring of hinge joined octahedra to a fivefold ring
of octahedra using a single intermediate fifteenfold ring of hinge joined octahedra.
At left, a sixfold ring of alternating green and yellow 2-octahedra is linked to a fifteenfold ring
of violet octahedra by three red octahedral assemblies. The outermost octahedron of each of the
green 2-octahedra is joined to a red octahedron which is joined to a violet octahedron.
At right, the fifteenfold ring is joined to a fivefold ring of 2-octahedra by five red octahedral
assemblies. The outermost octahedron of each of the two yellow 2-octahedra is joined to a red
octahedron which is joined to a violet octahedron.

